What does it take to succeed
in a hybrid work environment?
The pandemic accelerated digital transformation and emphasized
the benefits of transitioning to the cloud.

53%

of workers are expected to
be remote or to work a hybrid
schedule post-pandemic.¹

But creating a collaborative,
seamless, and security-enabled
hybrid work environment
is challenging:

60%

of people say they feel
less connected to their
team after shifting to
remote work.²

59%

of organizations allow
employees to use their own
devices for work, which
can complicate endpoint
management for IT.³

27%

of enterprise mobile
endpoints were exposed
to device threats in 2019.⁴

Transition to the Microsoft Cloud with Microsoft Surface for Business
devices and Microsoft 365 to boost productivity, strengthen security,
and streamline management.

Support hybrid workers to do their best work anywhere.
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Provide security from all
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cloud-built Microsoft 365.

angles: protection, compliance,

with a few clicks.

and management.

Surface users saved an average

51% of enterprises ranked

24% less time is spent deploying

of 10 hours weekly in efficiency

the security benefits of Surface

and managing new software.⁵

and productivity.⁵

devices with Microsoft 365 as
the top feature.⁵

Learn more about what Microsoft 365
and Surface devices can do for you.
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